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InGaN-based light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were grown and fabricated on nanoscale patterned Si (111) substrates (NPSi). Using anodized aluminum oxide as the etch mask, the NPSi was prepared with an average nanopore diameter of 150 nm and interpore distance of 120 nm. LEDs grown on NPSi exhibit relaxed tensile stress relative to the ones grown on microscale patterned Si (111) substrates (MPSi). Nanoheteroepitaxial lateral overgrowth was significantly promoted on NPSi, which led to extensive dislocation bending and annihilation. The devices made on NPSi exhibit lower leakage current and higher light output power as compared with those on MPSi. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3427438]

GaN-based materials have been studied extensively for various applications in visible to ultraviolet range of the optical spectrum. Si substrate, with a lower manufacturing cost and a better thermal conductivity as compared to the sapphire substrate, is considered as a promising candidate for the growth of GaN-based devices. However, due to the large lattice and thermal mismatch, heteroepitaxy of GaN on Si usually results in high-density of defects and residual strain,1–4 which in turn degrade both the electrical and optical performance of devices.

Although the epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) technique alleviates these problems to a certain extent,5,6 the quality of GaN-based films grown on Si is still not comparable to those obtained on conventional substrates like sapphire and SiC.6,7 The typical dislocation density in GaN grown on Si is $10^6–10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$.8,9 Both theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that it is possible to further reduce the defect density when the ELO approach is extended to the nanoscale.9–11 Light-emitting diode (LED) structures grown on nanoscale patterned sapphire substrates already showed a reduced dislocation density and an increased output power.12

Previously, we reported LED grown on microscale (340 $\times$ 340 $\mu$m$^2$) grid-patterned Si substrate (MPSi for short in later discussion) with SiN$_x$ as an in situ nanomask.13 Results indicated that the SiN$_x$ nanomask is effective on improving crystal quality and releasing the tensile stress. However, since SiN$_x$ is grown in situ, it is difficult to control the thickness and the surface morphology of SiN$_x$. Consequently it is challenging to guarantee the crystalline quality of LED structures. Therefore, nanoscale patterned Si substrate (NPSi) has been proposed with the size and shape of mask under control. By using the NPSi substrate, the nanoscale ELO will be achieved, and GaN islands with small size and distance will achieve fast and uniform coalescence. In comparison, in the microscale ELO, a thick epilayer, typically 1–1.5 $\mu$m,14 needs to be grown to get full coalescence.

Although some preliminary work of GaN grown on NPSi were conducted and signs of reduction in dislocation density and improvement of tensile stress were shown,15–18 most of them used exotic materials as nanomask. The use of nanomask tends to introduce impurity contamination and increase manufacturing cost. Other common techniques for fabricating the nanomask, including E-beam lithography and nanoimprint lithography are usually low throughput and high cost. In this study, self-ordered anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) technique,19 together with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching were used for fabricating NPSi. It is a simple, fast, and low-cost technique. The diameter, depth, and distance of nanoholes can be easily controlled for optimized growth.

The NPSi was prepared by the AAO process and ICP technique on a 2 in. Si (111) wafer. The anodization was performed at 6 °C in 0.3 M phosphoric acid under an applied voltage of 120 V. After anodization for 30 min, self-assembled AAO nanoarrays were uniformly distributed on the Si surface. By ICP etching, the AAO pattern was transferred to the Si substrate. The AAO mask was then removed by wet etching. The top-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 1(a) shows the NPSi after removing the AAO mask. Nanopore arrays were uniformly distributed on the entire 2 in. Si substrate with an average nanopore diameter of $\sim$150 nm, interpore distance of $\sim$120 nm, and an etched depth of $\sim$250 nm. LED structures were grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition in an Aixtron 2000 HT system. For comparison, the same LED structures were also grown on the MPSi (340 $\times$ 340 $\mu$m$^2$ grid-pattern separated by 20 $\mu$m trenches). Detailed substrate preparation and growth procedure for LED on MPSi were reported elsewhere.13 For the growth on NPSi, prior to the deposition, substrates were heated up to 1170 °C for 10 min under H$_2$ ambient to remove the native oxide on the surfaces. Then, an AlN nucleation layer (~40 nm) was deposited, followed by the growth of a 200 nm thick AlGaN buffer layer and an 800 nm thick undoped GaN. Before the growth of a 1 $\mu$m thick Si doped GaN layer for contact, the 250 nm AlGaN/AlN interlayer which aimed to decrease the tensile stress was inserted. Five stacks of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells were inserted into the LED structure as electron injectors.
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(MQWs) with well thickness of 2.6 nm and barrier thickness of 10 nm were grown as the active layer, and on top of MQWs, a 150 nm thick Mg doped p-GaN layer was deposited. After growth, the sample surface was examined under optical microscopy [Fig. 1(b)]. No crack could be observed on the whole wafer, and the surface was mirrorlike.

For cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies, both MPSi and NPSi samples were prepared using conventional mechanical thinning followed by ion beam milling. All TEM analyses were carried out on a JEOL 2010F field-emission microscope operating at 200 keV. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the full phase view of LED structures imaged using multibeam bright-field diffraction condition near the (11̅00) zone axis. Although threading dislocations (TDs) were visible in both types of samples, fewer dislocations were observed in the NPSi sample [Fig. 2(b)] and fewer dislocations extend to the MQWs region as compared to the MPSi sample [Fig. 2(a)]. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) are TEM images taken from the interface of the epilayer/NPSi in the same region but under different diffraction conditions. Figure 2(c) was collected under multibeam dark-field diffraction condition near (1̅100) zone axis while Fig. 2(d) used a two-beam dark-field under g=(0002). Careful comparison of Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) indicates that several dislocations disappeared when g=(0002). It suggests that most dislocations had a Burger’s vector of (11 20)/3 thus they were “a-type” dislocations. Moreover, it is obvious that most of the TDs were restricted in the AlGaN layer. Some dislocations changed their directions by bending at the AlGaN/GaN interface, while some dislocations annihilated or bent inside the AlGaN buffer layer directly over the holes. As a result, the density of TDs at the top surface was much lower.

To investigate the residual strain in the GaN films, Raman backscattering measurements were performed at room temperature. Figure 3 compares the Raman spectra of the LEDs on NPSi and on MPSi. It was reported that the Raman shift of E₂(High) in stress-free GaN layer is around 567.2 cm⁻¹. The E₂(High) shift is 565.4 cm⁻¹ and 564.5 cm⁻¹, for samples on NPSi and on MPSi, respectively. The deviation of the E₂(High) peaks from the intrinsic position indicates the release of residual tensile stress. For GaN, the E₂(high) mode shifts linearly with stress in 2.9 cm⁻¹/GPa for biaxial stress. The estimated tensile stress in NPSi and MPSi are 0.62 GPa and 0.93 GPa, respectively. It is obvious that the LED grown on NPSi has less tensile strained than that on MPSi, although both in situ SiNₓ and selective area growth technique were used during the growth of LED on MPSi. The stress difference is possibly due to the fact that when the patterns were in nanoscale, the initially formed GaN islands had relatively small size and narrow spacing. This would lead to a faster coalescence, and the coalescence boundary could facilitate the stress release.
LED chips of 300×300 μm² were fabricated on both NPSi and MPSi. Figure 4(a) shows the room temperature current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of these two samples. Both types of LEDs exhibited a forward voltage of ~4.7 V at 20 mA. The LEDs on NPSi exhibited a much lower leakage current as compared to those on MPSi. This suggests that the density of TDs of the epitaxial film was reduced by using the NPSi. For the light output power measurement, the fabricated LED devices were mounted onto TO-5 cans. An integrating sphere was used for collecting all the light emitted by the LED and directing the light to a charge-coupled device detector. During the measurement, a Tektronix PS2520G programmable power supply was used to provide the biasing current. The current dependent output power (L-I) curves of these two unpackaged LED samples are shown in Fig. 4(b). At the injection current of 20 mA, the output power of the LED on NPSi was 1.28 mW, 21% higher than that on MPSi. Moreover, the output power of the LED on MPSi saturated at an injection current of ~90 mA, while the output power of the LED on NPSi saturated at a higher current of ~110 mA. The reduction in output power under high injection currents on the MPSi sample has been suggested to be related to TDs. At high injection, phonon-assisted transport of holes via tunneling at defect sites along dislocation takes place, leading to an enhanced nonradiative parasitic process, thus, the output power is weakened. This is in good agreement with our observations in TEM. The inset of Fig. 4(b) shows the electroluminescence (EL) spectra of LEDs on NPSi and on MPSi at 20 mA injection current. An increase in intensity and a blueshift of the peak wavelength are noted on the NPSi sample as compared with the MPSi one. In combination with the Raman results, the blueshift of the LED on NPSi is considered as a sign of strain-release in the film grown on NPSi.

In summary, crack-free InGaN based LED structures were grown and fabricated on NPSi. The material showed good surface morphology, reduced tensile strain, and lower dislocation density. The LEDs grown on NPSi exhibited a higher output power at 20 mA and a lower leakage current as compared with LEDs on conventional MPSi. These results suggest the feasibility of using NPSi for the growth of high power LEDs on Si substrates.
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